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Review
Venoms have evolved on numerous occasions through-
out the animal kingdom. These ‘biochemical weapon
systems’ typically function to facilitate, or protect the
producing animal from, predation. Most venomous ani-
mals remain unstudied despite venoms providing model
systems for investigating predator–prey interactions, mo-
lecular evolution, functional convergence, and novel tar-
gets for pharmaceutical discovery. Through advances in
‘omic’ technologies, venom composition data have re-
cently become available for several venomous lineages,
revealing considerable complexity in the processes re-
sponsible for generating the genetic and functional diver-
sity observed in many venoms. Here, we review these
recent advances and highlight the ecological and evolu-
tionary novelty of venom systems.

Venom in the animal kingdom
Venomous animals have been the subject of public fasci-
nation throughout human history, in large part due to the
inherent danger associated with them, and the apparent
incongruity between the small and often fragile-looking
animal and the devastating damage it can inflict. Indeed,
snakes, as the most widespread and most frequently lethal
venomous animals encountered by humans, might have
played a prominent part in the evolution of the primate
brain and sensory systems [1]. Venoms offer interesting
and often unique insights into several disparate biological
fields, including pharmacology (drug discovery) [2], immu-
nology (therapies for envenoming) [3,4], and structural
biology (protein binding and interaction) [5]. Underpinning
research in these areas is the ecology and evolution of the
venomous animals and their venoms. Venom systems
provide unparalleled models for investigating interactions
between predators and prey, the influence of natural se-
lection, and extreme cases of molecular evolution and
protein neofunctionalization. Here, we review the evolu-
tionary novelty of venoms and critically appraise their
importance as models for investigating evolutionary pro-
cesses in the animal kingdom.

Venom can be broadly defined as ‘a secretion, produced
in a specialised gland in one animal and delivered to a
target animal through the infliction of a wound ‘‘regardless
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of how tiny it could be’’, which contains molecules that
disrupt normal physiological or biochemical processes so as
to facilitate feeding or defense by the producing animal’
[6,7]. Venom serves multiple functions in the animal king-
dom: most commonly as a foraging adaptation among
trophically venomous taxa (e.g., most venomous mammals,
snakes, some lizards, spiders, scorpions, centipedes, some
insects, cephalopods, gastropods, and cnidarians), as a
defensive adaptation in others (e.g., helodermatid lizards,
most venomous fishes, echinoderms, lepidopteran larvae,
and other insects), and potentially for intraspecific conflict
(e.g., platypus). Predatory venom systems have also been
proposed for extinct taxa, such as the theropod dinosaur
Sinornithosaurus [8] and the pantolestid mammal Biso-
nalveus browni [9]. This taxonomic diversity highlights the
importance of venom as an evolutionary innovation in that
venomous animals are found across the animal kingdom
(Figure 1). Consequently, a wide range of innovative struc-
tures have evolved to facilitate the delivery of venoms,
including barbs, beaks, fangs or modified teeth, harpoons,
nematocysts, pincers, proboscises, spines, sprays, spurs,
and stingers [6,10,11].

Most animal venoms are highly complex cocktails of
bioactive compounds. Venoms typically comprise a mix-
ture of protein and peptides (commonly referred to as
toxins), salts and organic components, such as amino acids
and neurotransmitters [6,7,12–14]. The proteinaceous
components are usually the most abundant. The composi-
tion and targeting of venom seemingly reflects its function,
with defensive venoms, such as those from fishes or bees,
being streamlined and highly conserved, with the primary
action often being immediate, extreme localized pain [15–
17]. By contrast, predatory venoms are more complex and
often highly variable in composition and physiological
effects [6]. This complexity creates the potential for varia-
tion in venom composition, which occurs at all levels in
taxa where this has been researched. Such diversity can
result in extreme variation in venom toxicity and mode of
action between closely related taxa [18], populations of a
single species [19,20], sex-related differences in siblings
[21], and ontogenetic variations in the lifetime of an
individual [22]. Venom diversity can also have severe
consequences for the efficacy of human antivenoms that
are designed to neutralize venom-induced pathology
(Box 1). The causal factors underlying venom composition
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Figure 1. Schematic tree of venomous life in the animal kingdom. The tree demonstrates the evolutionary relation between animal lineages and highlights the frequency

with which venom systems are found in the animal kingdom. Colored branches highlight major animal lineages that include members with venom systems. Red branches

indicate a predatory role for venom, blue a defensive role, and green a role in intraspecific competition. The phylogeny is based on the tree of life presented in Pennisi [81].

Note that several animal lineages have been pruned from the tree to facilitate presentation.
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and variation therein have been active fields of research in
the recent literature.

Selection pressures and venom evolution
Diet and venom evolution in snakes

Considering the primary function of most venoms is prey
capture, natural selection on venom composition is a likely
consequence. Its role in driving the evolution of venom
composition has been studied most extensively in snakes,
but has long remained contentious [23–25]. Although no
evidence of adaptation in venom composition was found in
some snakes [26], evidence from other studies suggests
that venom composition is often adaptive. For example,
patterns of venom variation in the Malayan pit viper
(Calloselasma rhodostoma) were demonstrated to corre-
late significantly with variation in the diet of the species.
220
This was interpreted as reflecting natural selection for
feeding on local prey [23], but the functional consequences
of this variation remained unknown, leaving the question
of its adaptive value unanswered [24,25].

The extreme lethality of snake venoms to laboratory
model organisms has been interpreted as evidence against
selection on venom composition [25]. The so-called ‘overkill’
hypothesis proposed that selection for venom potency is
unlikely because the amount of venom injected into prey
items is often greater than 100 times the lethal dose
required [25]. However, this overlooks the fact that labo-
ratory organisms might not reflect the response of natural
prey to venom: specific resistance to snake venoms has
evolved among both natural prey [27,28] and predators of
snakes [29], presumably as a result of natural selection
from snake predation, and can be extreme [27]. This
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highlights the importance of testing the effect of venom on
natural prey species rather than on convenient model
organisms in artificial conditions [30,31].

In addition to venom-resistant natural prey, an addi-
tional evolutionary challenge for snakes is that venom
synthesis appears to carry an appreciable metabolic cost,
resulting in elevated metabolic rates after venom extrac-
tion [32], although the importance of this in the overall
energy budget of the organism requires further research
[33]. Moreover, at least some snakes display behavioral
adaptations to optimize venom expenditure: in several
rattlesnakes, the amount of venom injected has been found
to correlate with the size of the prey, indicating a level of
control over the use of this metabolically expensive re-
source [34]. The combined evidence of metabolic cost and
behavioral adaptations to limit venom expenditure indi-
cates that the energetic cost of venom might be an impor-
tant constraint on its synthesis and use.

The combination of venom expense and resistance to
venom among some prey leads to the expectation of intense
natural selection for the optimization of venom to prey.
Individual variation in venom composition has been shown
to lead to differential venom effectiveness against different
prey [35] and, thus, to potential differences in individual
fitness, an essential precondition for natural selection.
Accordingly, several studies of phylogenetically diverse
snake lineages have detected increased prey-specific le-
thality to natural prey types, suggesting adaptive evolu-
tion [30,36,37]. Saw-scaled vipers (Echis spp.) also show
evidence that venom economy, not kill speed, is the driving
force behind this adaptation [30].

Evidence of adaptive evolution extends from overall
toxicity to individual toxins, with prey-specific toxins, such
as the bird-specific denmotoxin (GenBank: DQ366293)
isolated from the mangrove snake (Boiga dendrophila),
exhibiting increases in potency to specific prey types
[38]. Finally, evidence that prey-specific venom toxicity
undergoes ontogenetic change associated with dietary
Box 1. Antivenom therapies: limitations and novel evolutionary 

Irrespective of ecological function, a wide range of venomous

animals use their venoms in self-defense, and it is in this context

that humans experience the effects of these secretions. Where human

envenoming occurs frequently (e.g., venomous snakes account for

1.8 million envenomings, at least 94 000 deaths, and many thousands

more suffering morbidity annually worldwide [82]) antivenoms,

consisting of antibodies purified from the blood of horses or sheep

hyperimmunized with venom, are produced to neutralize the injected

venom. Although life saving, the efficacy of antivenom is typically

restricted to the snake species whose venom was used in manufac-

ture. Current venom-immunization protocols make no attempt to

direct antibody specificities to the most pathogenic venom proteins

and do not take into account the variant immunogenicity of different

venom components. Consequently, conventional antivenoms contain

numerous antibodies to weak or nontoxins that dilute the effective-

ness of the toxin-specific antibodies, and often have low antibody

levels to some pathogenic venom toxins. The result of this undirected

production method is the need for large volumes of antivenom to

effect cure (20–200 ml), which significantly increases the risk of

patients suffering antivenom-induced adverse effects.

The application of new ‘omic’ techniques to elucidate the venom

composition of medically important species presents a timely

opportunity to develop antivenoms with better toxin specificity to

improve clinical efficacy and safety [3,4]. Novel approaches are
shifts provides additional support for the adaptive hypoth-
esis [22].

Diet and venom evolution in other animals

Although the relation between venom target and composi-
tion has been most comprehensively studied in snakes,
other venomous organisms display many parallels sugges-
tive of a more general evolutionary pattern. Venom syn-
thesis has been shown to be metabolically costly in
scorpions [39], and both these and spiders have evolved
additional physiological and behavioral mechanisms to
optimize energy expenditure associated with venom use,
specifically venom metering and pre-venom. Venom meter-
ing in some spiders appears to be more sophisticated than
in snakes, being dependent less on a priori decisions based
on prey size than on the response of the prey: more venom
is injected where the intensity and/or duration of prey
movement is increased [40] or where dangerous prey are
encountered [41]. Fascinatingly, scorpions have evolved a
metabolically inexpensive, pain-inducing pre-venom [13],
which appears to be utilized readily in defense, particular-
ly in low threat encounters [42]. Once exhausted, or in high
threat situations, scorpions inject the more energetically
expensive, protein-rich main venom [42]. Thus, scorpions
also appear to regulate venom expenditure during sting-
ing.

Venom economy appears to be a major selective force in
all taxa studied, and acts as a constraint that impedes the
strategy of secreting larger quantities of a conserved ven-
om to overcome prey resistance. Evidence for the alterna-
tive strategy of prey-specific venom has been observed in
several other higher taxa. Among cone snails, associations
between patterns of prey and toxin diversity [43–45], and
the coevolution of specific toxin types and major prey
classes [46], indicate a prominent role of natural selection
for diet in venom evolution. Similarly, prey-specific venom
lethality was also demonstrated in spiders with specialized
diets [47]. In summary, most of the evidence points to-
approaches

now being applied to expand the therapeutic potential of

antivenoms; for example, ‘antivenomic’ techniques [4] seek to

identify venom toxins isolated from other medically important

snakes (i.e., species not used in conventional antivenom manu-

facturing) that fail to bind to the antivenom, which are then used to

supplement the venom immunization mixture. An alternative gene-

based approach to developing toxin-specific antivenom has also

been pioneered [83,84], which utilizes gene sequence data to

distinguish venom toxins from nontoxins [85,86] and bioinformatic

tools to identify regions (epitopes) common to related toxins (i.e.,

encoded by the same gene family) that are likely to induce high

levels of antibody production (Figure I). These epitopes are then

linked to create an ‘epitope-string’, which, when used for

immunization, stimulates the production of multiple, toxin-specific

antibodies capable of neutralizing venom-induced pathology [3,87].

Applying this approach to the venoms of multiple species in a

defined geographic area offers the potential to generate a single

antivenom to neutralize venom pathology in all snakebite victims,

irrespective of the biting species. This progression increasingly

incorporates evolutionary analyses in the design of the epitope-

string immunogens, including phylogenetics of polyspecies venom

toxins to identify the presence and absence of gene homologs

within each toxin family and the epitope sequences most

conserved across the isoforms detected (Figure I).
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Figure I. Schematic workflow to design ‘epitope-string’ immunogens for generating toxin-specific antivenom. Gene sequences of a group of pathologically important

toxins expressed in venoms from related venomous species (in this case, four species A–D) are aligned (a). Phylogenetic analysis of the toxin family reveals the

evolutionary history of the genes (b). Underpinned with venom gland transcriptomic data, proteomic analysis identifies the proteins expressed in venom of the snakes

of interest (in this case species A) (c). Comparisons of venom gland transcriptome expression reveal the relative importance of the respective genes (d). In this case,

gene 3 from species A is removed from downstream analysis because it exhibits low expression in the venom gland (d) and is not identified as secreted in venom (c).

Selected venom toxin gene sequences are subjected to multiple bioinformatic tools to identify domains of the selected genes predicted to stimulate a high immune

response (antigenic index) and that are surface exposed (surface probability) (e). Target ‘epitopes’ are selected from the sequence alignment based on these

characteristics (f) and mapped to a template macromolecular structure to confirm that the epitopes are located on the surface of the protein (g). Selected epitopes are

then linked together to prepare a single synthetic immunogen that is capable of generating multiple antibody specificities (h). This ‘anti-toxin’ serotherapy is therefore

capable of targeting multiple distinct sites of the targeted venom toxin group [87]. The intent is to develop an antivenom comprising ‘antitoxins’ to each group of

pathogenic venom proteins expressed in venoms of all the most medically important snakes in a defined geographic region [3].
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wards natural selection for diet as the major driver of the
evolution of venom composition across trophically venom-
ous groups.

Other selective forces

The effects of selective pressures for functions other than
foraging have not been studied in depth. Defense is a
common secondary function of venom in many taxa in
which foraging is its primary function, and is sometimes
associated with defense-specific morphological and behav-
ioral adaptations [48]. However, there is currently little
evidence for defense-related selective pressures on venom
composition in any taxon, and understanding of these
pressures and their role in venom evolution remains poor.

In multiple snake lineages, parallel evolutionary shifts
to undefended prey (e.g., eggs) or to constriction as the
principal means of prey subjugation have been accompa-
nied by atrophy of the venom apparatus and degeneration
of toxin genes [7,49], suggesting that foraging is the prin-
cipal selective force acting on venom and the retention of
the venom apparatus.

Several hypotheses could explain the lack of evidence for
the action of defensive selection pressures on venom. If
defensively venomous animal–predator encounters occur
infrequently, then selection is likely to be relaxed and
venom components would not be expected to exhibit the
same tempo of evolution identified in predatory venomous
species. Alternatively, where predators are taxonomically
and physiologically diverse, the evolution of specific anti-
predator adaptations in venom would be difficult. This
might account for the seeming incongruity between the
frequent evolution of venom-associated defensive morpho-
logical structures in many taxa on the one hand, and the
lack of obvious predator-specific defensive adaptations in
venom composition in trophically venomous taxa or the
conserved composition of venom in defensively venomous
groups on the other hand. Additional studies of the role of
venom in interactions between venomous animals and
their predators are urgently needed to reveal the selective
pressures required to maintain chemical defense systems
in ecological communities.

Selection on venom and prey: evolutionary arms races

Although natural selection alone is unlikely to be respon-
sible for generating variation in venom composition, the
accumulated evidence suggests that natural selection for
diet is often a potent driver of venom evolution in trophi-
cally venomous animals. This is potentiated by the dual
factors of evolving resistance to venom in some prey and
the metabolic expense of producing venom. The emerging
picture is thus one of an evolutionary arms race [50], where
evolving venom resistance in prey and the evolution of
novel venom composition exert reciprocal selective pres-
sures on each other, as encapsulated in the Red Queen
hypothesis of Van Valen [51]. By contrast, in cases where
venom is used for defense, the relatively meager evidence
currently available suggests lower levels of adaptive evo-
lution (consistent with rarity of use and/or predator diver-
sity), but this remains a neglected area of research. These
observations provide a fascinating basis to investigate the
role and consequences of natural selection in response to
the frequency of interactions between predators and prey,
and the multiple replicate origins of venom in animals
provide an unparalleled opportunity to detect general
evolutionary patterns.

Molecular evolution
Gene duplication

Venom systems provide unrivalled opportunities to inves-
tigate the interrelations between natural selection and the
genetic and molecular processes responsible for generating
the observed diversity and, hence, variation, in toxin com-
position and action. Many venom toxins are thought to
evolve via the ‘birth and death’ process of gene evolution
[52], by which a gene encoding a normal ‘physiological’
body protein, usually one involved in key regulatory pro-
cesses or bioactivity, is duplicated and a duplicate copy
selectively expressed in the venom gland [53,54]
(Figure 2a,b). These ancestral physiological proteins ap-
pear to be expressed in a variety of different tissue types
and exhibit diverse ancestral activities [7,55]. Once a
particular gene has been recruited into the venom gland,
additional gene duplication often occurs, coupled with
protein neo- and/or subfunctionalization, typically result-
ing in large multilocus gene families that encode toxins
exhibiting a variety of functional activities and potencies
[53,54,56–58]. Until recently, this recruitment process of
toxins into the venom gland had been assumed to be a rare,
one-way process. However, recent phylogenetic analyses of
toxin gene homologs expressed in other tissues provide
evidence that toxins can be ‘reverse recruited’ from the
venom gland for a role in physiological tissues
(Figure 2c,d), whereas other toxin types appear to be
coexpressed in the venom gland and other tissues [59].
These findings provide a framework to investigate the
distinction between ‘toxins’ and ‘non-toxins’, which is cur-
rently poorly known. In addition to tracing the evolution of
new protein functions within gene families, elucidating the
mechanisms that control the location and extent of toxin
gene family expression will provide a fascinating basis for
understanding the evolutionary dynamics of proteins pro-
duced for internal (the physiology of the animal) and
external (venom) functions.

Positive selection at the molecular level

The evolution of venom toxin families via the ‘birth and
death’ model is often accompanied by strong evidence of
accelerated evolution and positive selection [53]. In partic-
ular, positive selection appears to be near-universal among
studied trophically venomous taxa, including snakes
[54,57,60,61], scorpions [56,62], spiders [63], and cone
snails [58,64]. The A-superfamily of conotoxin genes iso-
lated from venomous cone snails contains some of the most
rapidly evolving protein-coding genes identified in metazo-
ans to date [58]. In addition to exceptional nonsynonymous
substitution rates following gene duplications, the gene
turnover of A-conotoxins was found to be greatly acceler-
ated, with duplication events occurring at two to three
times the rate identified in all other multilocus gene fami-
lies [58]. Multiple studies have demonstrated that positive
selection acts predominately on amino acid residues
that are surface-exposed on the protein macromolecular
223
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Figure 2. The recruitment and evolution of toxin families under the ‘birth and death’ model [52]. Schematic (a) and gene tree (b) of toxin recruitment into the venom gland

and subsequent evolution. A physiologically expressed gene (blue vertical bar) is duplicated and the location of expression of the duplicate is transferred to the venom

gland (red vertical bar). Subsequently, additional gene duplication may occur, resulting in multiple venom-expressed genes, whereas some copies degenerate into

pseudogenes (broken vertical bar). The cladogram (b) depicts the processes described in the schematic (a) in an evolutionary manner, by demonstrating the evolutionary

history of the gene family, including changes in the sites of gene expression (indicated by blue and red branch colors). In this case, gene duplications are indicated by black

circles and gene loss events (degeneration into pseudogenes) by a cross. Some toxin genes also appear capable of ‘reverse recruitment’, whereby a venom-expressed gene

(red vertical bar) ultimately becomes expressed back in physiological tissues (blue vertical bar) [59]. A schematic (c) and gene tree (d) of the ‘reverse recruitment’ process

outline how changes in the sites of expression of some venom toxins, alongside gene duplication events, can result in complex evolutionary histories.
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structure [57,61,65]. By retaining a largely stable struc-
tural core, the modification of surface-exposed residues is
thought to facilitate neofunctionalization of the toxin by
modification of protein-target interactions (e.g., by increas-
ing affinity to existing targets or facilitating targeting of
new receptors). Gene duplication, positive selection, and
protein neofunctionalization therefore appear to work in
unison to provide the evolutionary novelty that allows
adaptation of venoms to different prey [64], as well as
overcoming prey defenses against venom [27,28].

Venom genomics

Large multilocus toxin gene families appear to provide a
selective advantage to trophically venomous organisms. In
most cases, a large number of these paralogous genes are
found retained and expressed in venom. It has been postu-
lated that the retention of related toxin isoforms might
provide a selective advantage over the ‘optimization’ of a
single gene product, particularly where synergistic bioac-
tivities can be predicted [57] or perhaps where different
prey are targeted. However, a key postulation of the ‘birth
and death’ model [52] is that some duplicate genes are not
successful and ultimately degenerate into pseudogenes.
However, the surprising paucity of genomic information
from venomous animals [the only genomes sequenced to
date are those of the platypus [66], honeybee [67] and three
species of predatory wasp (Nasonia spp.) [68]] has
prevented the testing of this key prediction. Although
224
inferring gene loss from transcriptomic data is theoretical-
ly feasible through analyses such as gene tree reconcilia-
tion [69], reverse recruitments into other transcriptomic
tissues [59] and the technical challenges of reconciliation
[70] make quantifying the success of duplicate genes prob-
lematic in the absence of greater genomic resources. How-
ever, the completion of several ongoing venomous genome
sequencing projects, in conjunction with multiorgan tran-
scriptomic data, is likely to provide exciting insights into
the dynamic evolutionary history of complex multilocus
gene families.

Other mechanisms of gene evolution

It is important to note that the recruitment of genes for
expression in the venom gland is not exclusively reliant on
gene duplication. Some identified toxin genes are simply
modified, alternatively spliced, or generated through
alterations in the structure of domains (Box 2). The eco-
logical role of venom is likely relevant to the mode of toxin
evolution utilized. For example, many of the most patho-
genic toxin families in trophically venomous taxa are
multilocus in nature [54,56–58,61,71]. However, the evo-
lutionary processes governing toxin evolution in defensive-
ly venomous taxa have received less attention than have
their predatory counterparts, but might provide novel
insights into modes of molecular evolution under different
selective regimes. The success of holistic approaches
to study predatory venoms, utilizing combinations of



Box 2. Mechanisms of toxin evolution

Although gene duplication appears to be a key mechanism that

facilitates toxin family evolution and neofunctionalization in many

venomous taxa [53,54,56–58] (Figure Ia), it is not a prerequisite for

toxin recruitment. In several cases, venom genes have been found to

be homologous to gene loci that are physiologically expressed in

nonvenomous taxa and therefore appear to have been ‘hijacked’ (and

presumably subsequently modified) for a role in venom [55,88]

(Figure Ib). Although largely unstudied in venomous animals to date,

alternative splicing has also been proposed as a mechanism capable

of generating novel toxins [89,90]; evidence from the gene encoding

acetycholinesterase (AChE) of the elapid snake Bungarus fasciatus

(GenBank: AF045238) supports this hypothesis, where a single gene is

alternatively spliced to produce venom and physiological forms [89]

(Figure Ic). Domains present in toxin genes can also be important in

the generation of novel toxins. For example, two types of sarafotoxin

isolated from Atractaspis snake venom comprise tandem domains

that have been repeated multiple times [91], whereas genes found in

helodermatid lizards exhibit evidence of domain duplications giving

rise to both single, multidomain product toxins (helofensins) and

multiple, single and/or multidomain product toxins (natriuretic

peptides) [92] (Figure Id). Finally, the loss of toxin domains has also

been proposed as a mechanism that appears to facilitate adaptive

evolution and neofunctionalization of toxins, as found in the

metalloproteinases of viperid snakes [57] (Figure Ie).
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Figure I. A schematic of the mechanisms that underlie toxin evolution. (a)

Gene duplication of a physiological gene and subsequent evolution of a

duplicate gene into a venom toxin, (b) modification of a physiological gene into

a venom gene, (c) alternative splicing of exons resulting in physiological and

venom toxins encoded by the same gene, (d) duplication of an ancestral

domain resulting in a multidomain precursor that encodes either single,

multidomain products or multiple, single domain products, and (e) consecutive

loss of domains from duplicate multidomain precursor genes produces

multiple related venom toxins. Circles signify gene duplication events.

Box 3. Pharmaceutical development of venom toxins

The past two decades have seen a surge in projects exploiting the

extraordinary biological diversity and potency of venom compo-

nents to develop novel drugs and diagnostics for human diseases,

or as probes to study cells, receptors, or physiological pathways

[2,93,94]. Encouraged by the substantial medicinal and fiscal

success of the Bristol-Myers Squibb angiotensin-converting enzyme

(ACE) inhibitor, captopril [95], many other pharmaceutical compa-

nies have invested in venom-based drug discovery programs [2].

The majority of the currently approved products were developed

from snake venom proteins with distinct cardiovascular specificities,

particularly thrombin, fibrinogen, and integrin receptors [2,96]. The

rapid advances in proteomics, genomics, and transcriptomics have

since resulted in affordable, high-throughput technology platforms

[14,97–99] enabling efficient drug discovery mining of venom toxins

from species, which unlike snakes, produce venom in small

quantities. For example, the toxin repertoires of spiders and cone

snails are estimated to contain more than 10 million compounds

available for bioprospecting [12,14]. This is important, because the

small venom pool studied to date, often with particular focus on

certain toxin types through selective assaying, represents an

infinitesimally small representation of the true diversity available.

Drug-bioprospecting activity will likely continue to rise as largely

unstudied venomous animal lineages are exploited for novel lead

compounds. A thorough understanding of the evolutionary and

ecological biology relating to different venomous animal lineages is

critical to the success of such directed programs, by informing and

guiding the optimal selection of biological targets for the develop-

ment of future pharmaceuticals and therapeutics.
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molecular, proteomic, morphological, and functional data
[71–73], could also be readily applied to defensive venoms
to elucidate the respective evolutionary history of a pleth-
ora of important, yet largely overlooked, venomous
lineages. Such analyses will be vital to evaluate the impor-
tance of natural selection and gene duplication in the
context of protein evolution.

Convergent evolution
Venoms are some of the most complex biochemical secre-
tions found in the animal kingdom. Despite this complexi-
ty, recent studies have revealed a remarkable degree of
convergence in the physiological targeting of the compo-
nents and the basic molecular building blocks utilized in
toxin construction. Targets of venom action include most
major physiological pathways and tissue types accessible
by the bloodstream; these characteristics have resulted in
interest from the pharmaceutical community for the de-
velopment of novel therapeutics and diagnostics from ven-
om (Box 3). Interestingly, convergent targeting across taxa
is a common occurrence and particularly evident in the
hemostatic and neurological systems, where venom com-
ponents recruited independently into different venomous
lineages act on the same molecular targets (Figure 3) [6].
Toxins disrupting hemostasis by inhibiting or triggering
many of the multiple steps of the coagulation cascade,
thereby causing hemorrhage, have evolved convergently
in several lineages (Figure 3a). Disruption of neurotrans-
mission, both presynaptically (sodium, potassium, and
calcium channels) and postsynaptically (muscarinic and
nicotinic receptors) has also evolved convergently on mul-
tiple occasions (Figure 3b).

The most intriguing type of convergence concerns the
molecules selected for use as toxin scaffolds. Recent studies
have revealed that, of the plethora of available building
blocks, 14 protein types have been convergently recruited
by two or more venomous lineages [6,66,73,74]. In some
cases, the same protein type has been recruited on multiple
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occasions into the same venomous clade, such as the four
times that phospholipase A2 appears to have been
recruited into squamate reptiles [75]. Notably, phospholi-
pase A2 has also been recruited into the venoms of cepha-
lopods, cnidarians, insects, and scorpions [6]. Similarly,
kunitz-type toxins have been independently recruited into
the venoms of cnidarians, cone snails, insects, scorpions,
reptiles, and twice in spiders [6]. A consistent feature of
such protein types is stabilization of the molecular scaffold
through extensive cysteine crosslinking [55]. This charac-
teristic appears to facilitate modification of nonstructural
residues, often resulting in extensive protein neofunctio-
nalization. Observations of toxin convergence occurring
throughout the animal kingdom therefore provide a model
system to investigate the structural, functional, and regu-
latory characteristics that make certain protein families
amenable for a ‘toxic’ role in venom and the evolutionary
changes involved in turning a physiological protein into a
toxin.

Concluding remarks and future directions
Despite much research, we remain ignorant of many facets
of the natural history of venoms and the interactions
between that natural history and the modes of evolution
of these chemical arsenals. The multiple parallel origins of
both defensive and trophic venoms provide an ideal model
system for investigating the evolutionary dichotomy be-
tween venomous predators and their prey and between
venomous prey and their predators. Understanding the
frequency and ecological importance of interactions be-
tween these animals and the role of venoms therein is
required to illuminate the diversity and intensity of selec-
tive pressures acting upon them. The implications extend
far beyond the evolution of venom itself, for instance
through the evolution of mimicry and its role in diversifi-
cation. Some of the most well-known cases of mimicry
involve a venomous animal acting as the model for Bates-
ian mimics [76]. In snakes, the evolution of venom and
consequent avoidance of associated patterns by predators
might have favored the diversification of nonvenomous
snakes, by shielding these otherwise vulnerable animals
through the protective umbrella of mimicry [77]. However,
several venomous animals also use mimicry themselves,
ranging from Batesian to Mü llerian, and even aggressive
mimicry [76,78]. These observations stress the importance
of assessing interactions between venomous predators
and/or prey in the context of an ecological community,
and highlight the potential, but hitherto understudied,
role of venom in the structuring of ecological communities.

Many facets of the molecular evolution of venom and its
underlying mechanisms also remain insufficiently under-
stood. The inherent evolutionary complexity observed in
many toxin families should be viewed as an asset for
evolutionary biologists, because the genetic and functional
diversity of such proteins make them ideal systems for
testing the models postulated to underlie gene evolution
and adaptive change in organisms [79]. Importantly, these
often extreme examples of gene evolution could also be
applied as robust models to test the boundaries of evolu-
tionary bioinformatic software.
The role of gene duplication is thought to be crucial for
organismal evolution by facilitating the evolution of new
protein functions [79]. However, gene duplication can also
contribute to gene dosage effects (where protein dosage is
increased by the duplication of protein-encoding genes)
[80], which might be particularly relevant for the produc-
tion of highly potent venom. Although the generation of
genetic toxin diversity is well described in predatory ven-
omous animals [54,56–58,60,61,64], the importance of gene
dosing remains completely overlooked, despite this being
one mechanism that could be responsible for overcoming
prey resistance or differences in prey physiology. Assessing
the influence of gene dosing (and the discovery of other
genetics mechanisms relevant to toxin evolution) is cur-
rently limited by the paucity of genomic information avail-
able for venomous animals. Future genomic and
transcriptomic characterizations of venomous taxa have
the potential to elucidate the molecular mechanisms oper-
ating on venom toxin gene evolution and, importantly, the
elements that control their regulation and expression.
Several fundamental questions relating to the production,
maintenance, and evolution of venom thus remain, yet
advances in ‘omic’ technologies offer great potential for
elucidating the fascinating mechanisms responsible for
generating some of the most complex and potent biochemi-
cal secretions found in the animal kingdom.
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